Icebreaker

http://bit.ly/2Pay93v
Password: NaPTANConsumers

Data Quality is....
Critical to
good
journey
plans

Name
Pronoun
Where From
Do you miss paper tickets?

data is fit for the
purpose that it is
designed for
(different to the
purpose its is being
used for)

accuracy (status, all
stops in use must
be mentioned),
reliable source to
match and align
TXC data

set of rules that
are mysterious
and not
consistently
known

Accurate in all its
dimensions - i.e.
spatial; non-spatial

ensures
consistency
of data
across
providers

Accurate &
easy to
access

Aligned with
other data
sources like
TNDS

Data precision (i.e.
coordinate
resolution) is fit for
purpose

Other DfT systems used

TNDS =
Traveline
national
Data Set

Accuracy to
1 metre

authoritative
and accurate
data

Data quality is the degree
of accuracy of data.
Example: bus stop
names, code, grid
references, etc. A good
degree of accuracy
would enable making
better decisions.

Govt Stamped/
Recognised
Authoritative
data - NAME/Etc
Definative

Action Points for Dr J/Adrian

Meta data is provided i.e. what coordinate
reference system is
used?

Tim R Data
Purpose

BODS

Add Coach
Data Service
as well as
BODS

Use of
Naptancode
as a QR code

FARES

NAPTAN

REALTIME
BUS INFO

STREET
MANAGER

By You personally

How do tides
affect the
business rule
around
proximity to
water

How do we
handle
boundary
changes (ATCO
Codes)

INCIDENT
REPORTING

NPTG

TfN
Disruptions
Database

BODS
FARES

NAPTAN

REALTIME
BUS INFO

STREET
MANAGER

By other members of your team

INCIDENT
REPORTING

NPTG

NCSD

National
Coach
Services
Database

BODS
FARES

NAPTAN

REALTIME
BUS INFO

STREET
MANAGER

By other departments/Contractors

NPTG

Reading vs
writing

INCIDENT
REPORTING

Business Rules - Top 10 rules we love!
XML/CSV Versions
Important
Causeways tidal stops placed
inaccurately to
avoid trigger

Context of
how it's
being
looked at
Water is
where land
"isn't"

Unless a
Ferry stop

Land layer
on
boundaries

When
boundaries
change and
combined - may
not yet be dealt
with

NaPTAN
and ONS/
GIS - to
cook up

GIS =
Geographic
Information
System

Get away
from being
able to define
in another
area

4th can be 0 or 1 1 = when
neighbouring
auth owns it and
stops within
Private land

What codes for
Locality and LAs don't use
numbers point
polygon and GIS information

Not Important
Stop Road unknown The “street”
shown in the data does not
correspond with the name
attached to the road segment to
which the stop is snapped in the
Navteq mapping data used by
Ito.

Stops In Water
StopPoint geocode is
more than 50 metres
away from land.
Stops in Different Admin Area The
AtcoCode prefix for the StopPoint
represents an AdminArea which
does not correspond with the
AdminArea in which the stop is
invalid ATCOCode prefix The first
physically situated
three digits of the AtcoCode must
"Stops In Different
match the area code for the local
Authority"
authority (e.g. AtcoCodes in
"The AtcoCode prefix for the
Oxfordshire's file,
StopPoint represents an
"Naptan340.xml", must begin
AdminArea
"340").
other than the one associated
with the stop s Locality"

Stop Proximity Stop is too close to
another stop. Any stops within 4
metres of another stop will flag as a
warning. For stops of type BCS this
threshold is reduced to 2 metres.
Only stops of type BCT, BCS and
BCQ are included in this test.

Stops In Different Admin Stops In Different Authority
The AtcoCode prefix for the
Area Stops with coordinates
StopPoint represents an
physically located in
AdminArea
other
than
the
different authority to the
one associated with the
authority who owns the stop

Displaying
on Map don't add
extra infor

Local names
and road name can be 2 or 3
different things

Unique and
valid

Don't care
about Street
Name - need
ONS and can
derive

incorrect aa_id for import area You have
used an Admin Area ID
(AdministrativeAreaRef) that is incorrect.
For example the Admin Area id for
Buckinghamshire is 70. Not to be
confused with its Atco Prefix (the three
digits that appear at the start of every
AtcoCode which is 040)

Stop Name is
more
accurate than
the Street
Name

Stop does not have a
valid ATCOcode The
associated stop does
not have a valid
AtcoCode.

Stop Road unknown
Stop Road Unknown
Stop has a street that is
Stop
has
a
street
that
is
not found within 250
not found
within
250
metres of its
metrescoordinates
of its coordinates

"Stop road
distance" StopPoint
geocode is more than
100 metres from a road.
"Stop road
distance" StopPoint
geocode is more than
200 metres from a
road.

Not as
important software
preventing
this

Stops.CSV
(v2.1)
National

Stops.CSV
(v2.1)
for selected
LA

Stops with wrong bearing The
bearing shown in the data does
not correspond with the bearing
as calculated by reference to the
orientation of the road at the
location of the stopping point.

Stops.CSV Stops.CSV
(v2.5)
(v2.4)
For selectedFor selected
LA
LA

Little to No Impact

Stops with wrong bearing Stop has a bearing that is
different to the calculated bearing of the road link it is
connected to. The test compensates for stops being
snapped to the wrong side of the road. Therefore if the
calculated bearing is E then stops with a bearing of E
or W will be allowed. A 22.5 degree boundary
threshold is also allowed. Therefore for example if the
calculated bearing in degrees is 280 (which falls in the
range for W), as this falls within 22.5 degrees of the
boundary to NW (292.5 degrees) allowed values will
be W, NW and the mirror values of E, SE.

Need to know
direction busses
is going triggers systems
on bus

Closest can get
is better compass point
was enough in
the past

Stops.CSV (with
redundant fields
removed) for
selected LA

XML (v2.1)
National
XML (v2.5)
National

XML (v2.5)
National

XML (v2.4)
National

Stops.CSV (with
redundant fields
removed)
National

XML (mixed)
National

XML (v2.4)
National

XML (v2.1)
for selected
LA

Stops.CSV
(v2.5)
For selected
LA

XML (mixed)
for selected
LA

Stops.CSV
(v2.1)
for selected
LA

Stops.CSV
(v2.1)
National

XML (v2.5)
National

XML (mixed)
National

XML (v2.1)
National

Don't Like

XML (v2.1)
for selected
LA

Stops.CSV (with
redundant fields
removed) for
selected LA

Stops.CSV
(v2.4)
National

Stops.CSV
(v2.5)
National

Stops.CSV
(v2.4)
For selected
LA
Stops.CSV
(v2.5)
For selected
LA

Significant Impact

XML (v2.5)
for selected
LA
XML (v2.1)
National

Stops.CSV
(v2.4)
National

Stops.CSV
(v2.5)
National

XML (mixed)
for selected
LA
XML (v2.4)
for selected
LA

Stops.CSV (with
redundant fields
removed)
National

Stops.CSV (with
redundant fields
removed)
National

Stops.CSV (with
redundant fields
removed) for
selected LA

stops Locality

Used in
different ways
in different
authorities

Was a trap
did have
separate
locations?

Like

Stops.CSV
(v2.5)
National

Stops.CSV
(v2.1)
National

XML (v2.4)
for selected
LA

XML (v2.5)
for selected
LA

XML (v2.1)
National

XML (mixed)
National

XML (v2.4)
National

XML (v2.5)
National

Currently
Available

Scope
Possible in
new system

Scope Feedback

http://bit.ly/3qTtdxH
Password: NaPTANScope

What gave us Joy?
Still able to
access
national data
in CSV
format

More thought
being given
around data
completeness

What frustrated us?

What made us Sad?
Not a lot of new
data to get our
hands on, just will
be giving the same
data but packaged
differently

